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ORBIT, OPTICS AND CHROM.4.TICITY CORRECTION FOR PS2
NEGATIVE lVIOIVIENTUM COMPACTION LATTICES
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R. de Maria, S. Peggs, D. Trbojevic, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA

Table 1: Error sensitivity of the N1'vfC lattice for a sample
of 50 machines.

Abstract

The effect of magnet misalignments in the beam or
bit and linear optics function s are reviewed and correction
schemes are app lied to the negati ve momentum compaction
lattice of PS2. Chromaticity correction schemes are also
proposed and tested with res pect to off-momen tum optics
properties . The impact of the correction schemes in the dy
namic aperture of the latti ce is finally evaluated.

Error
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Table 2: Average maxim um and rm s orbit distortion before
and after correction, for a sample of 500 random seeds .

simu lated. Only one third of the total number of correctors
is necessary, although, different set s are used for the dif
ferent machines. The orb it is corrected by a factor of 25
with a resulting average maximum displ acement of around
O.5mm whic h is considered to be a relatively small :orbi t

INTRODUCTION

The replacement of the aging Pro ton Synchrotron at
CERN with a new rin g (PS2 ) is a key element in the in
jector upgrade strategy for exploiting the full physics po
tential of LHC [1]. The 1346.4 m long ring with race
track shape will avoid transition energy, as the ring's lat
tice is tuned to provide Negative Momentum Compact ion
(NMC) [2]. Among the different correction packages for
controlling and reducing the effect of magnet errors and
misalignments, particularly important are those for orb it
and chro maticity control. The efficie ncy and performance
of these two correction systems is being evaluated. For the
chromaticity correction , particu lar emphasis is given to the
induced off-momentum optics distortion and the impact to
the dynamic aperture (DA).
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Figure l : Distribution of the maximum orbit deviation
at the horizontal (top) and vertical plane (bottom), before
(left) and after correction (right) .

56 horizontal and 54 vertical correctors for a total of 110
beam position monitors are distributed around the ring, ad
jacent to quadrupoles , in order to take advantage of the lo
cal beta function peaks. The corrector length is 30cm while
the monitors are lOcm long. In all the studies, the nominal
optics of the NMC ring are used with the working point
at (Q:1:' Qy ) = (13.25,8.21). Random errors, including
relat ive dipole field distort ion, transverse qu adrupole and
longitudinal dipole shifts and dipole tilts around the beam
axis, are distribu ted around the ring with a Gaussian cut at
30'. Their magnitude is chosen following the experience
from the PS or similar syn chrotrons. The rm s values of the
errors are displayed in Table 1 along with average maxi
mum displacement of their individual contribution for 50
random machi nes . T he maximum effect of the average dis
placement is around 9mm, a typical value observed at the
PS before correction.

For the orbit correction, the COR..~ECT module in
MADX [3} was used with the MICADO (most effect ive
corrector) algorithm [4). 100 correctors out of 110 were
randomly chosen and a failure of 5% of the monitors was

ORBIT CORRECTION
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Figure 2: Orbits before (blue) and after correction (red) for
the horizontal (left) and verti cal plane (right).
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Figure 3: Optics of the NlvIC module with the po sitions of
the four chromaticity sextupole families.

of the integer tune Q x = 13. After correction the horizo n
tal beating is significantly red uced for all 3 schemes and
the vertical pea k value is slightly increased to about 25% .
Actually the 4-family scheme, which is supposed to correct
also the beta beating , affects mostly the vertical phme.
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The off-momentum beta beating estimation before and
after correction suggests that the 2nd order chromaticity is
not affected by the inclus ion of chro mat icity sextupoles.
The variat ion of the horizontal and vertical tune with mo
mentum displayed on the tune diagram, can be found on the
left of Fig. 5. The curves correspond to differen t sex tupole
correction schemes and the momentum varies from -1% to
l %. Th e green curve corresponding to the scheme where
only MS.2 and MS.3 are used presents the larger tune-shift
with momentum. Even in thi s case , the maximum tune 
shift is around 6 x 10- 3 in the horizontal and 12x 10- 3 in
the vertical plane. In the other two schemes the 2nd order

Figure 4: Off-momentum beta beating before (top left) and
after chro maticity correction, for the 3 schem es, using only
the two central sextupole families (top right), connecting
all sext upoles in two fam ilie s (bo tto m left ) and using all
four families (bottom right) . The curves corres pond to hor
izontal maximum (blue) and horizontal rms (red), vert ical
maximum (purple) and vertical rms beta beating (green).

CIIROMATICITY CORRE CTION

deviation for machine operation . Fig. 1 presents the distri
bution of the maximum orbit deviation in the horizontal and
vertical plane, before and after correction. The dis tribut ion
sharpens around the average of OA-O.5mm after correction
and less than i % of the machines exceed Irnm maximum
orbit distortion. The good efficiency or the corre ction is
also visible in Fig. 2, where the orbits from 30 machines
are displayed, before and after correction. No te that the
obtained corrector kicks do not rise above O.2mrad which
results in a bending field of around 0.] 2T. As the available
drift space is tight and the quadru pole strengths high, one
may foresee to cut the corrector length down to 2Ucm by
increasing the maximum field to O.2T.

The chromaticity is controlled by a set of 40cm-long sex
tupoles placed in the NMC module in a way that they take
advantage of the peaks on the beta fu nction s and disper
sion , as shown in Fig. 3. They may form up to 4 families
with 2 symmetric mem bers , apart from MS.4 which has
on ly one member as the symmetri c po sition is taken by an
orbi t corrector. Three correcti on schemes have been tested .
The simplest one is usin g two fami lies to correct on ly chro 
maticity by con necting in series the two symmetric central
sextupoles (1\I1S.2 and MS .3). A second variant is form ed
by conn ecting in series MS.l with MS.3 and MS. 2 with
MS.4. The MSJ and MS.4 have opposite pol arities with
respect to MS.l and MS., as the dispersion in these loca
tion has opposite sign . The last scheme is by using all four
families powered individually and in principle is able to
correct two more parameters.

For the chromaticity correction , the matching module
of MA DXPTC [3J is used. An schemes are able to set
the chrom aticity to zero. The last one is also attempting
to reduce the horizontal and vertical off-momentum beta
beating. The maximum normalized sextupole strength is
O.25m ··:'! , which translates to O.ST at top energy and 7cm
pole tip . The effect of the sextupoles in the off-momentum
beta beati ng is presented in Fig. 4. In all the plots , the
maximum and rms value of the horizontal and vertical beta
variation is displayed over a range of momentum spreads,
from -1% to +1%. The top left plot corresponds to the un
corrected case. At momentum spreads close to 1% the hori
zontal beta bea ting bec omes very large due to the approach



chromaticity is reduced by more than a factor of two.

Figure 5: Tune-shift with momentum spread from ..1% to
I% (left) and first order tune-shift with amplitude up to
i 0<7 and zero momentum spread (right) for the different
chromaticity correction schemes, usin g only the two cen
tral sextupole fam ilies (green), connecting all sextu poles in
two familie s (purple) and using an four families (blue).

IMPACT TO NONNLINEAR DYNAl\-1ICS

The sextupoles introduce non- linear fields and may re
duce the DA. The first order detuning with amplitude is
shown in the tune diagram for ampli tudes of up to lOa in
the right plot of Fig.5, for the different sextu pole schemes.
The resonant lines up to 4th order in the vicinity of the
working point are also traced. The red lines are system
atic resonances, blue are random and the full and dashed
tines renresent normal and skew resonances. The evalu
ation iu'd udes the leading order effect of magne t fringe
fields which is sextupole- like in the dipoles and octupo le
like in the quadrupoles [5] , both inducing a linear tune- shift
with the action . The tune-sh ift with amplitude in all 3 cases
is of the order of 5 x 10- 2 at lOo'. The smallest footprint
corresponds to the case of ail sextupoles connected in 2
famil ies (purple). The only resonance crossed by the other
two tune footprin ts (2 cen tral sextupoles only and four fam
ilie s) is the coupling (11 -1) which corresponds also to
the 4th orde r (2, - 2) reso nance, excited at first order by
quadrupole fring e fields and to 2nd order by sextupoles.
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Figure 6: Ampli tude of 3rd (left ) and 4th order (right) res
onance driving tenns for the different chromaticity correc
tion schemes, using only the two central sex tupole fam ilies
(blue), connecting all sextupoles in two families (red) and
using all four families (yellow).

Another indication of the induced non-linear effects is
the 3rd and 4th order Hamiltonian resonance driving term
amplitudes (Fig . 6). The different bar colors correspond
to the various chromaticity sextupole arrangements. The

smal lest impact comes from the scheme using only 2 sex
tupo le families (blue bars) and the larges t corresponds to
the 2 family scheme with all systematic sextupoles con
nected in series , altho ugh the final perform ance may be
heavily influenced by the choice of the work ing po int and
amplitude detu ning.

Figure 7: Horizontal versus vertical dynamic aperture in a
for the 3 sextupole schemes, using only the two central sex
tunole families (top left ), connecting all sextupoles in two
fa~i1ies (top fight) and four fa milies (bottom). Different
cur ves correspond to 1% (blue), -1%(green), and zero mo
mentum spread (red) and the geometrical apert ure (purple).

The resonance driving tenus ampli tudes are well corre
lated with the DA, after tracking particles in 5D for 1000
turns with MADXPTC [3]. The different cur ves corre
spond to 1% (blue) , -1% (green), and zero momentum
soread (red) and the geometrical ape rture is traced in pur
pie . The 2 central sextupole scheme shows the larges t DA
(especi ally in the vert ical plane) followed by the 4 family
scheme and the 2 fam ilie s with all symmetric sextupoles
in series. All the schemes pro vide a confo rmable DA as
compared to the phy sical aperture .

In conclusion , the orbit and chromaticity correction do
not represent major challenges for the dynamics of the PS2
NMC ring. Both correctors may be reduced in size (steer
ers) or number (chromatic ity sextupoles) in order to in
crease the availab le drift space for other equipment or the
length of the adjacent quadrupole magnet" and thereby en
larging the tunability of the lattice. Detailed non-linear dy
namics studies are in pro gress to evaluate the interplay be
tween spac e-ch arge and magnetic non-linearities.
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